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Abstract
In this paper, necessary and su1cient conditions are obtained for the existence of Lyapunov functional
of extended Lur’e form to guarantee absolute stability for multiple delay general Lur’e control systems with
multiple nonlinearities, and the existence reduces to a problem of solving a group of linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs). When the LMIs are feasible, the free parameters in the Lyapunov functional are given by the solution
of these LMIs. Otherwise, this class of Lyapunov functional does not exist.
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1. Introduction
The problem of absolute stability for Lur’e control systems are widely discussed by many authors.
Most of them are based on Popov frequency domain criteria [8,9,3,6,7] and the method of Lyapunov
function of Lur’e form [11,12]. It is di1cult for Popov criteria to deal with the systems with mul-
tiple nonlinearities since they cannot be examined by illustrations such that they lose the geometric
intuition. For the method of Lyapunov function of Lur’e form, necessary and su1cient conditions
are obtained for the existence of Lyapunov function of Lur’e form to guarantee absolute stability of
Lur’e control systems with multiple nonlinearities in the sector bounded in the issue [12].
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Since time-delay is commonly encountered in various engineering systems, the absolute stability of
delay Lur’e control systems has also been explored over the past decades [10,4,1,5]. [5] gives some
necessary and su1cient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov functional of extended Lur’e form
for multiple delay general Lur’e control systems with negative deEnite derivative, but these results
are only the existing conditions instead of being solvable. In this way, the criteria of examining
the absolute stability depend on the selection of the free parameters such as the positive deEnite
matrices and the coe1cients of the integral terms, but these parameters cannot be obtained by
analytical method or numeric method such that these criteria are conservative. In fact, it cannot
indicate that the Lyapunov functional of extended Lur’e form does not exist to guarantee absolute
stability of the systems when the suitable parameters are not found by using these criteria.
The issue [2] gives some su1cient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov function of Lur’e form
to guarantee absolute stability of Lur’e control systems by using linear matrix inequality (LMI) and
S-procedure. Moreover, the free parameters such as the positive deEnite matrices and the coe1cients
of the integral terms in the Lyapunov function can be given by the solution of LMI. It is important
that these conditions are necessary when there is only single nonlinearity by using S-procedure.
Unfortunately, these conditions are not necessary when the number of nonlinearities exceed one
because of the limit of S-Procedure.
In this paper, we shall discuss necessary and su1cient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov
functional of extended Lur’e form to guarantee absolute stability for multiple delay general Lur’e
control systems with multiple nonlinearities in the sector bounded, and the existence reduces to
a problem of solving a group of LMIs. There exist Lyapunov functional of extended Lur’e form
to guarantee absolute stability when the LMIs are feasible, moreover, the free parameters in the
Lyapunov functional are given by the solution of these LMIs. Otherwise, this class of Lyapunov
functional does not exist when the LMIs are infeasible. The solution of LMI can be obtained through
the toolbox of MATLAB.
2. Notation and preliminaries
Consider the multiple delay general Lur’e control systems with multiple nonlinearities
x˙i(t) =
n∑
l=1
ailxl(t) +
n∑
l=1
eilxl(t − l) +
m∑
j=1
bijfj(j(t));
j(t) =
n∑
l=1
cljxl(t)− djfj(j(t)); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; j = 1; 2; : : : ; m; (1)
where ail; eil; bij; clj; dj; l ¿ 0 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; l = 1; 2; : : : ; n; j = 1; 2; : : : ; m) are real constants, and
A=(ail)n×n; B=(bij)n×m =(b1; b2; : : : ; bm); C=(clj)n×m =(c1; c2; : : : ; cm); bj and cj (j=1; 2; : : : ; m)
are the jth column of B and C, D=diag(d1; d2; : : : ; dm); dj¿ 0 (j=1; 2; : : : ; m); E=(eil)n×n; x(t)=
(x1(t); x2(t); : : : ; xn(t))T; x(t−)=(x1(t−1); x2(t−2); : : : ; xn(t−n))T; (t)=(1(t); 2(t); : : : ; m(t))T;
j(t)∈R(j = 1; 2; : : : ; m); f((t)) = (f1(1(t)); f2(2(t)); : : : ; fm(m(t)))T, and every nonlinearity
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satisEes the following conditions
fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj] = {fj(j)|fj(0) = 0; 06 jfj(j)6 kj2j (j = 0)}; j = 1; 2; : : : ; m (2)
with 0¡kj ¡+∞; j = 1; 2; : : : ; m.
Denition 1. System (1) is said to be absolutely stable in the sector bounded K=diag (k1; k2; : : : ; km),
if for any fj(j)∈Kj[0; kj] (j = 1; 2; : : : ; m) and l ¿ 0 (l = 1; 2; : : : ; n), the system (1) is globally
asymptotically stable.
Let  =( 1;  2; : : : ;  n);  i ∈C([−i; 0];R); ‖ i(·)‖=sup−i6u60| i(u)|, and  i(0)=xi(t);  i(−i)=
xi(t− i);  (0)= x(t);  (−)= x(t− ). C([− i; 0];R) is the Banach space of continuous function
mapping the interval [− i; 0] into the set of real numbers R; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Construct the Lyapunov functional of extended Lur’e form
V ( ) =  T(0)P (0) +
n∑
i=1
∫ 0
−i
 i(u)
n∑
l=1
qil l(u) du
+2
m∑
j=1
 j
∫ j
0
fj(j) dj + fT()!Df(); (3)
where ! = diag( 1;  2; : : : ;  m);  j¿ 0 (j = 1; 2; : : : ; m); Q = (qil)n×n and P are positive deEnite
matrices to be determined.
Calculating the derivative of V ( ) along the solutions of system (1), we have
V˙ ( )|(1) =  ˙ T(0)P (0)+ T(0)P ˙ (0)+ T(0)Q (0)− T(−)Q (−)+2
m∑
j=1
 jfj(j)cTj  ˙ (0)
=  T(0)[ATP + PA+ Q] (0) + 2 T(−)ETP (0) + 2 T(0)(PB+ ATC!)f()
+ 2 T(−)ETC!f() + fT()(!CTB+ BTC!)f()−  T(−)Q (−): (4)
Denition 2. The functional V ( ) of (3) is said to be a Lyapunov functional of system (1) with
negative deEnite derivative, that is
V˙ ( )|(1) ¡ 0; on K = diag(k1; k2; : : : ; km)
if for any fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj] (j = 1; 2; : : : ; m); ( (0);  (−)) = 0: (5)
If condition (5) holds, system (1) is absolutely stable. To derive the main results in the next section,
we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Gan and Ge [5]). Assume that m¿ 2, necessary and su5cient conditions for condition
(5) are that
(a) V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for f1(1) = #11(#1 = 0; k1) and any fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj] (j=2; 3; : : : ; m); ( (0);  (−))
= 0.
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(b) V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for f1(1)∈K1[0; k1] and fj(j) = 0 (j = 2; 3; : : : ; m); ( (0);  (−)) = 0.
Lemma 2 (Boyd et al. [2]) (S-procedure). Let T0; T1; : : : ; Tp ∈Rn×n be symmetric matrices. The fol-
lowing condition on T0; T1; : : : ; Tp:
&TT0&¿ 0 for all & = 0 such that &TTi&¿ 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; p (6)
holds if there exists 1¿ 0; 2¿ 0; : : : ; p¿ 0 such that T0 −
∑p
i=1 iTi ¿ 0. It is a nontrivial fact
that when p= 1, the converse holds, provided that there is some &0 such that &T0T1&0 ¿ 0.
Lemma 3. Eq. (5) holds if there exist P = PT ¿ 0; Q = QT ¿ 0; T = diag(t1; t2; : : : ; tm)¿ 0; ! =
diag( 1;  2; : : : ;  m)¿ 0 such that the LMI
G =


ATP + PA+ Q PE PB+ ATC!+ CKT
ETP −Q ETC!
BTP + !CTA+ TKCT !CTE !CTB+ BTC!− 2T

¡ 0 (7)
is feasible, where K = diag(k1; k2; : : : ; km). It is necessary while m= 1.
Proof. Using Lemma 2 with conditions (2) and expression (4) of the derivative of V ( ) along the
solutions of system (1), we can draw the conclusion.
3. Main result
Let #= diag(#1; #2; : : : ; #m) and
Dmj = {#|#i = 0; for i¿ j; #i = 0; ki; for i¡ j; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m)}; j = 1; 2; : : : ; m (8)
with 2j−1 elements. Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that m¿ 1, necessary and su5cient conditions for condition (5) are that
V˙ |(1) ¡ 0 for ( (0);  (−)) = 0 and ∀j = 1; 2; : : : ; m; ∀#∈Dmj ; fi(i) = #ii (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m; i = j)
and any fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj].
Proof. We prove this theorem by inductive method. It is clear that the conclusion holds while m=1
by Lemma 1. Suppose that it holds for m= t, let us consider the system with t nonlinearities
x˙i(t) =
n∑
l=1
ailxl(t) +
n∑
l=1
eilxl(t − l) +
t+1∑
j=2
bijfj(j(t)); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n: (9)
Let Dtj = {diag(#2; #3; : : : ; #t+1)|#i =0; for i¿ j; #i =0; ki; for i¡ j; (i=2; 3; : : : ; t+1)}; j=2; 3; : : : ;
t + 1. Necessary and su1cient conditions for (5) from induction assumption are that V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for
( (0);  (−)) = 0 and ∀j = 2; 3; : : : ; t + 1;∀#∈Dtj; fi(i) = #ii(i = 2; 3; : : : ; t + 1; i = j) and any
fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj].
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Eq. (5) holds if and only if (a) and (b) in Lemma 1 hold while m = t + 1. Necessary and
su1cient conditions for condition (b) are that V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for ( (0);  (−)) = 0 and ∀#∈ D˜t+11 =
{diag(0; 0; : : : ; 0)}; fi(i) = #ii(i = 2; 3; : : : ; t + 1) and any f1(·)∈K1[0; k1].
There are two parts in necessary and su1cient conditions for condition (a):
(i) f1(1)=0 and system (1) is transformed into (9) while #1=0. Let MDt+1j ={diag(#1; #2; : : : ; #t+1)
|#1 = 0; (#2; #3; : : : ; #t+1)∈Dtj}; j = 2; 3; : : : ; t + 1. From induction assumption, necessary and suf-
Ecient conditions for condition (5) are that V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for ( (0);  (−)) = 0 and ∀j = 2; 3; : : : ;
t + 1; ∀#∈ MDt+1j ; fi(i) = #ii (i = 1; 2; : : : ; t + 1; i = j) and any fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj].
(ii) f1(1) = k11 while #1 = k1 and (1) is transformed into
x˙i(t) =
n∑
l=1
ailxl(t) + k1bi11(t) +
n∑
l=1
eilxl(t − l) +
t+1∑
j=2
bijfj(j(t)); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n: (10)
Let Dˆt+1j = {diag(#1; #2; : : : ; #t+1)|#1 = k1; (#2; #3; : : : ; #t+1)∈Dtj}; j = 2; 3; : : : ; t + 1. Necessary and
su1cient conditions for condition (5) are that V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for ( (0);  (−)) = 0 and ∀j=2; 3; : : : ; t+1;
∀#∈ Dˆt+1j ; fi(i) = #ii (i = 1; 2; : : : ; t + 1; i = j) and any fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj].
Then we have
Dt+1j =


D˜t+11 ; j = 1;
MDt+1j
⋃
Dˆt+1j ; j = 2; 3; : : : ; t + 1:
(11)
In short, that (a) and (b) in Lemma 1 hold is equivalent to that V˙ |(1) ¡ 0, for ( (0);  (−)) = 0
and ∀j = 1; 2; : : : ; t + 1;∀#∈Dt+1j ; fi(i) = #ii (i = 1; 2; : : : ; t + 1; i = j) and any fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj].
Therefore, we have proved the conclusion of this theorem while m= t + 1.
Let A[#] = A + B#HCT = (a[#]il)n×n; P[#] = P + C!#HCT, where H = diag((1 + d1#1)−1;
(1 + d2#2)−1; : : : ; (1 + dm#m)−1), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume that m¿ 1, necessary and su5cient conditions for condition (5) are that for
 i¿ 0(i = 1; 2; : : : ; m) and P = PT ¿ 0 and Q = QT ¿ 0 in (3) and ∀j = 1; 2; : : : ; m; ∀#∈Dmj , there
exist t#¿ 0 such that the LMIs in the following hold:
Gj(#) =


AT[#]P[#] + P[#]A[#] + Q P[#]E P[#]bj +  jAT[#]cj + t#kjcj
ETP[#] −Q  jETcj
bTj P[#] +  jc
T
j A[#] + t#kjc
T
j  jc
T
j E 2 jc
T
j bj − 2t#

¡ 0: (12)
Proof. If fl(l(t)) = #ll(t); l(t) = cTl x(t)− dlfl(l(t)) = cTl x(t)− dl#ll(t), then we have l(t) =
(1 + dl#l)−1cTl x(t); l= 1; 2; : : : ; m.
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Consider the case that #∈Dmj (j=1; 2; : : : ; m); fi(i)=#ii (i=1; 2; : : : ; m; i = j) and ∀fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj].
System (1) is transformed into
x˙i(t) =
n∑
l=1
ailxl(t) +
n∑
l=1
eilxl(t − l) +
m∑
l=1
l =j
bil#ll(t) + bijfj(j(t))
=
n∑
l=1
ailxl(t) +
n∑
l=1
eilxl(t − l) +
m∑
l=1
l =j
bil#l(1 + dl#l)−1cTl x(t) + bijfj(j(t))
=
n∑
l=1
ail[#]xl(t) +
n∑
l=1
eilxl(t − l) + bijfj(j(t)); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n (13)
and the Lyapunov functional is transformed into
V ( ) =  T(0)P (0) +
n∑
i=1
∫ 0
−i
 i(u)
n∑
l=1
qil l(u) du+ 2 j
∫ j
0
fj(j) dj
+2
m∑
i=1
i =j
 i
∫ i
0
#ii di + fT()!Df()
=  T(0)P (0) +
n∑
i=1
∫ 0
−i
 i(u)
n∑
l=1
qil l(u) du+ 2 j
∫ j
0
fj(j) dj
+
m∑
i=1
i =j
 i#i2i + f
T()!Df()
=  T(0)P (0) +
n∑
i=1
∫ 0
−i
 i(u)
n∑
l=1
qil l(u) du+ 2 j
∫ j
0
fj(j) dj
+
m∑
i=1
i =j
 i#ii
[
n∑
l=1
clixl(t)− difi(i(t))
]
+
m∑
i=1
i =j
 idi#iifi(i) +  jdjf2j (j(t))
=  T(0)P[#] (0) +
n∑
i=1
∫ 0
−i
 i(u)
n∑
l=1
qil l(u) du
+2 j
∫ j
0
fj(j) dj +  jdjf2j (j(t)): (14)
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Calculating the derivative of V ( ) along the solutions of system (13), we need guarantee the
following expressions hold while ( (0);  (−)) = 0 and with conditions (2).
V˙ ( )|(13) =


 (0)
 (−)
fj(j)


T 

M P[#]E N
ETP[#] −Q  jETcj
NT  jcTj E 2 jc
T
j bj




 (0)
 (−)
fj(j)

¡ 0; (15)
where M = AT[#]P[#] + P[#]A[#] + Q; N = P[#]bj +  jAT[#]cj.
It is easily shown that
{( (0);  (−); fj(j))|( (0);  (−)) = 0; fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj]}
={( (0);  (−); fj(j))|( (0);  (−); fj(j)) = 0; fj(·)∈Kj[0; kj]}: (16)
Since there is only one nonlinearity in system (13), necessary and su1cient conditions that (15)
hold are that there exist t#¿ 0 such that LMIs (12) are feasible followed by Lemma 2(S-procedure).
Theorem 3. Necessary and su5cient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov functional V ( ) of
(3) satisfying condition (5), which ensure system (1) being absolutely stable in a ;nite sector
K = diag(k1; k2; : : : ; km), are that ∀j = 1; 2; : : : ; m; ∀#∈Dmj , there exist t#¿ 0 and P = PT ¿ 0 and
Q = QT ¿ 0 and  i¿ 0 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m), such that LMIs (12) hold.
Proof. From Theorem 2 and the Lyapunov functional of (3) being a positive deEnite inEnite large
function,we can prove Theorem 3.
4. Example
Consider system (1), let
A=
[−1 1
0 −2
]
; E =
[−1 −0:2
0:1 −1
]
; B=
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
; C = D = I:
Since m= 2, we have
D21 = {diag(0; 0)}; D22 = {diag(0; 0); diag(k1; 0)}:
We can Ex a sector of a nonlinearity such as k1 = 1, and obtain the maximum sector bound of the
other nonlinearity by using iteration method such as k2 = 1:07. In addition, by solving LMIs (12),
we obtain that
P =
[
285:5076 167:4780
167:4780 516:2365
]
; Q =
[
288:6042 224:4516
224:4516 610:2546
]
;  1 = 7:1133;  2 = 9:3359;
and t# corresponding to # in D21; D
2
2, are 284.3597,1314.2017,445.8290, and system (1) is absolutely
stable. From Theorem 3, the Lyapunov functional for extended Lur’e form to guarantee absolute
stability of system (1) does not exist as soon as one of the nonlinearities exceeds these bounds such
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as k1=1; k2=1:08. Moreover, LMI (7) is infeasible while k1=1; k2=0:59 if the S-procedure is directly
used to examine the absolute stability in Lemma 3, which indicates that it is losing that S-procedure
is directly used for multiple nonlinearities. On the other hand, we can obtain the maximum bound
of k1 by Exing k2 such as k2 = 1, then k1 = 1:70.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, necessary and su1cient conditions are obtained for the existence of extended Lur’e
form Lyapunov functional to guarantee absolute stability for multiple delay general Lur’e control
systems with multiple nonlinearities, and the existence reduces to a problem of solving a group of
LMIs. When the LMIs are feasible, the free parameters in the Lyapunov functional are given by
the solution of these LMIs. Otherwise, this class of Lyapunov functional does not exist. In addition,
we point out that the maximum sector bounded where Lyapunov functional of extended Lur’e form
exists to ensure the absolute stability can be found.
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